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We quote the abstract:

Capture search in chess is an example of a tree searching application. The capture analysis, an expensive part of any chess program, checks for quiescence at every leaf node of a depth limited game tree. A simple capture search is implemented with limited hardware support, to study which hardware and software aspects can improve search efficiency. Three experiments are discussed, specifically, the performance comparisons, order experiments, and the depth experiments study the effect of applying algorithms and heuristics to capture search.

Performance measurements suggest that the expensive part of capture search, move generation, can be made faster using bitmaps, but this improved performance may be lost if the moves cannot be provided to the search mechanism efficiently. Move ordering is important in search efficiency. In the order experiments, the capture search is done with different capture orders and their efficiencies are compared. The experiments indicate that ordering the moves using the heuristic of first capturing the biggest pieces by the smallest pieces leads to the most efficient search. In the depth experiments, the capture trees are searched to varying depths. The resulting error and the reduction in tree size for depth limited capture trees are compared to the correct values obtained with no depth limit. The experiments show that selecting a search depth leads to a trade off between error and savings. There is no optimum search depth with maximum savings and minimum error, so it is better to do capture search to an unlimited depth.
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